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On behalf of the organizing committee of the XIV EURALEX International Congress held July 6-10 2010 at the World Trade Centre in Leeuwarden, it is my pleasure to present the proceedings, which include the plenary papers, contributed papers, posters, and summaries of software demonstrations. The congress was organized by the Fryske Akademy (Frisian Academy), in cooperation with the Leiden Instituut voor Nederlandse Lexicologie (Institute for Dutch Lexicology).

The Fryske Akademy has its seat in Leeuwarden, the capital of the Dutch bilingual Province of Friesland. The Fryske Akademy does research on Frisian and Friesland. Over the years the Fryske Akademy has published a wide range of Frisian dictionaries. The Fryske Akademy considers it a great honour to host the XIV EURALEX International Congress. I could not have wished for a better platform for the presentation of the on line version of the scholarly *Wurdboek fan de Fryske taal* (Dictionary of the Frisian Language). The Mercator Research Centre at the Fryske Akademy studies the position of lesser-used languages in education, gives information on national and regional education systems and provides the latest statistics regarding lesser-used languages in education in the European Union. Frisian being a small non-state language, the organizing committee especially welcomed papers on any aspect of the lexicography of non-state or lesser used languages. I take great pleasure in saying that these proceedings contain ten contributions on that topic, a very satisfying number. I am also very happy with the response to the survey that we conducted to learn more about the state of affairs in the lexicography of non-state or lesser used languages. My warm thanks go to all the people that went to the trouble of completing the lengthy questionnaire. In one of the plenary lectures Anne Popkema (Rijksuniversiteit Groningen) discusses the outcomes of the survey. In another plenary lecture Sarah Ogilvie (University of Cambridge) also deals with the lexicography of non-state or lesser used languages.

We consider ourselves very fortunate that Anne Popkema and Sarah Ogilvie accepted our invitation to deliver a plenary paper at the congress, and this also goes for the other plenary speakers, whose papers are included in these proceedings. The subject matter of Anatoly Liberman’s (University of Minnesota) paper is: ‘The Genre and Uses of the Etymological Dictionary.’
Arleta Adamska (Adam Mickiewicz University) dwells upon ‘Lexicographic equivalence’ and Hornby Lecturer Paul Bogaards deals with the subject of ‘Dictionaries and foreign language learning.’ I would like to thank the Hornby Trust here for their generous support in sponsoring this lecture, which is in honour of A. S. Hornby, renowned for his work on learner’s dictionaries for non-native speakers.

Following the example of the Barcelona organizing committee, we present the proceedings as a book with an accompanying CD-ROM. The book contains the five plenary papers presented at the congress, the abstracts of all the papers, posters, and software demonstrations accepted for presentation, and an index to this CD-ROM. The CD-ROM contains contributed papers, posters and summaries of software demonstrations, as well as the plenary lectures. The CD-ROM allows you to access a paper either by author or by title. In addition, you may also create a complete copy of the proceedings.

The proceedings of the XIII EURALEX Congress in Barcelona provided a broad range of the various contributions in nine different sections. The Leeuwarden proceedings have two more sections, one of them being Sign Language. Sign Language as a subject is attracting ever more attention in linguistics and I am happy that the growing interest in Sign Language is also reflected in lexicography. The three contributions on Sign Language in these proceedings, from three different countries, therefore deserve a separate section. The other section not included in the Barcelona Proceedings is: Lexicography of lesser used or non-state languages. The papers in these proceedings are organized in the following sections:

- Computational Lexicography and Lexicology
- The Dictionary-Making Process
- Reports on Lexicographical and Lexicological Projects
- Bilingual Lexicography
- Lexicography for Specialised Languages – Terminology and Terminography
- Historical and Scholarly Lexicography and Etymology
- Dictionary Use
- Phraseology and Collocation
- Lexicological Issues of Lexicographical Relevance
- Lexicography of Lesser Used or Non-State Languages
- Sign Language

The papers are organized alphabetically by first author within each section on the CD-ROM included with this volume.
All submissions that were sent to the organizing committee were reviewed by two anonymous and independent referees. The referees evaluated the papers using the EASYABSTRACTS (EasyAbs) Abstract Submission and Review Facility made available free of charge by The Linguist List (http://linguistlist.org/confcustom/). EasyAbs guaranteed anonymous evaluation. The use of this double-blind peer review procedure has ensured the academic quality of the papers, posters, and demonstrations presented at EURALEX 2010. I am pleased to thank the following people who participated in this review process:

Elisenda Bernal  Universitat Pompeu Fabra
Paul Bogaards  International Journal of Lexicography
Anna Braasch  Centre for Language Technology, University of Copenhagen
Lut Colman  Instituut voor Nederlandse Lexicologie
Janet DeCesaris  Universitat Pompeu Fabra
Jesse De Does  Instituut voor Nederlandse Lexicologie
Katrien Depuydt  Instituut voor Nederlandse Lexicologie
Pieter Duijff  Fryske Akademy
Ruth Fjeld  Institutt for lingvistiske og nordiske studier
Pius ten Hacken  Swansea University
Frans Heyvaert  Instituut voor Nederlandse Lexicologie
Eric Hoekstra  Fryske Akademy
Robert Lew  School of English, Adam Mickiewicz University
Carla Marello  Università di Torino
Willy Martin  Professor Emeritus, Vrije Universiteit, Amsterdam
Geart van der Meer  Formerly Department of English, University of Groningen
Marijke Mooijaart  Instituut voor Nederlandse Lexicologie
Michael Rundell  Lexicography MasterClass Ltd
Tanneke Schoonheim  Instituut voor Nederlandse Lexicologie
Hindrik Sijens  Fryske Akademy
Rob Tempelaars  Instituut voor Nederlandse Lexicologie
Carole Tiberius  Instituut voor Nederlandse Lexicologie
Lars Trap-Jensen  Society for Danish Language and Literature
Willem Visser  Fryske Akademy
Alastair Walker  Nordfriesische Wörterbuchstelle, Universität Kiel
Geoffrey Williams  Université de Bretagne-Sud
The following people joined me on the EURALEX 2010 programme committee:
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<th>Institution</th>
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<td>Janet DeCesaris</td>
<td>Universitat Pompeu Fabra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruth Fjeld</td>
<td>Institutt for lingvistiske og nordiske studier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pius ten Hacken</td>
<td>Swansea University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanneke Schoonheim</td>
<td>Instituut voor Nederlandse Lexicologie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hindrik Sijens</td>
<td>Fryske Akademy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Willem Visser</td>
<td>Fryske Akademy and Rijksuniversiteit Groningen</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I thank them all for their commitment and their advice and encouragement.

Tanneke Schoonheim, Hindrik Sijens and Willem Visser were also members of the local organizing committee, which was completed by Liesje Haanstra, Linda Hoekstra, Joop Petter and Reinier Salverda. Without them EURALEX 2010 would never have been organized. A special word of thanks should go to Liesje Haanstra, who helped me to keep track of the situation.

I also would like to thank the Fryske Akademy, not only for allowing me to organize EURALEX 2010, but also for giving me support when I needed it. Furthermore, I would like to thank the Instituut voor Nederlandse Lexicologie for delegating Tanneke Schoonheim to the local committee. Congresbureau Friesland proved to be an indispensable partner in the organization of the congress, thank you, Jant van Dijk and Aranka Ties.

The organization of EURALEX 2010 in Leeuwarden received financial support from the following sources, which we gratefully acknowledge:

- Stichting Woudsend Anno 1816
- Province of Friesland
- Municipality of Leeuwarden
- Instituut voor Nederlandse Lexicologie
- Boersma-Adema Stichting
- Frysk Akademyfûns

In the process of editing the proceedings, my fellow editor Tanneke Schoonheim and I noticed that many contributions referred to papers in earlier EURALEX proceedings, which may serve as an illustration of the ever growing importance of the EURALEX congresses.
On behalf of everyone associated with the organization of EURALEX 2010 in Leeuwarden, I would like to thank all the contributors for submitting very interesting work, and for meeting the tight production schedule of these proceedings.

Anne Dykstra
Chair, XIV EURALEX International Congress
May, 2010
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